**Experience Level Sponsor Opportunities**

$10,000

**Powerhouse Breaks - 4-Breaks-in-1 Event**

Position your company as a powerhouse thought leader! You will be much appreciated by the 400+ Future Leader attendees when the powerhouse snacks roll out and the mix and mingle begins! Your company name will be on the napkins, signage and food tables during four breaks through the event. You are welcome to also provide any small giveaways during the breaks. **Limit 2 Sponsors**

**Branded Staff Shirts**

Keep your company’s message circulating throughout the entire event. Share your leadership message line on FMI Event Personnel t-shirts. You can design up to three different shirts, with a different message for each day, with a message line directly related to the Future Leaders’ eXperience theme. Our team will work with you to develop a design that put’s your company in the best light for this year’s event. **Limit 1 sponsor**

“Be brave. Take risks. Nothing can substitute experience.” Paulo Coelho

**Core Level Opportunities**

$5,000

**‘Deskercise’ Stretch Breaks**

Performing stretching exercises relieve stress. Sponsoring the ‘Deskercise’ Stretch Break provides attendees tools for reenergizing stretching techniques, that can be done from their desk.

On Wednesday, day 2 of the conference, attendees can join one of two 7-minute stretch and stress relief during a morning and noon break. **Limit 1 Sponsor**

**Future Leaders Event Bags**

Event attendees love unique and inspiring freebies! Here’s your chance to share a little excitement with our Future Leaders by sharing a leadership-inspired takeaway gift for use long after the event ends.

Each sponsor can provide a gift and company overview with contact information, and logo representation on the event bag. **Limit 10 Sponsors**

“True leaders don’t look at just the outward appearances in the selection of team members, they look at one’s core values and heart.” — Farshad Asl